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Abstract: As dummy metal fill insertion is mandatory step for integrated cir-

cuits’ (IC) current manufacturing processes, many works are targeting better fill 

insertion with small coupling capacitance. However, with scaling technology 

trends, smaller IR drop is becoming more and more required, as its high value 

can lead to integrated circuit working failures. To ensure IR drop reduction, a 

new approach was proposed: while doing dummy fill insertion, firstly, metal 

shapes which are tied to power and ground nets were inserted and then timing 

aware dummy metal shapes were added. It has been established that power and 

ground metal fill shapes were creating shield layers, hence optimizing IR drop. 

Later it was found that timing aware dummy metal fill insertion was creating 

dummy metals for ensuring final metal ratio. Experiments have shown that with 

the use of proposed method, for 5 different designs IR drop has been reduced on 

average by about 11,9 %; however, placement and routing tool runtime has been 

increased by about 27,8 % and overall capacitance has been increased by about 

4,4 %. 
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Введение металлического наполнителя в конструкцию ИС – обязательный 

этап в производственном цикле изготовления ИС, поэтому многие работы 

направлены на исследование процесса введения наполнителя с небольшой 

паразитной емкостью. С развитием технологий масштабирования ужесто-

чаются требования к значению падения напряжения, поскольку его высо-

кое значение может привести к сбоям в работе ИС. В работе для гаранти-

рованного уменьшения падения напряжения предложен подход, 

заключающийся во вставке в конструкцию ИС металлических заливок, ко-

торые привязаны к питанию и заземлению, и последующем добавлении 

фиктивных металлических форм с учетом времени. Установлено, что до-

бавление форм питания и заземления создает экранные слои и в итоге па-

дение напряжения оптимизируется. Вставка металлического наполнителя 

в конструкцию ИС с учетом временных параметров обеспечивает оконча-

тельную плотность металлов. Эксперименты показали, что при использо-

вании предложенного метода падение напряжения сократилось примерно 

на 11,9 % в среднем для пяти разных конструкций ИС, однако время рабо-

ты программного средства размещения и трассировки увеличилось при-

мерно на 27,8 %, а общая паразитная емкость возросла примерно на 4,4 %. 

Ключевые слова: оптимизация падения напряжения; металлическое заполнение; 

экранирование трассы 
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Introduction. With advances in process technology downscaling the IC size in current 

production, more complex design rules are being required. Along with this, for advanced 

manufacturing processes, manufacturing yields improving keys are chemical-mechanical pol-

ishing pattern uniformity and dielectric thickness variation control. One of effective tech-

niques to achieve pattern uniformity and dielectric thickness variation control is metal fill in-

sertion. After fill shapes are inserted, they increase planarity, reduce the dielectric thickness 

variation and ensure nearly uniform pattern density. All these are important to decrease the 

process variability and thereby achieve better yield [1, 2]. 

However, metal fill insertion leads to coupling capacitance, which can cause circuit de-

lays and thus problems in timing closure [3]. Based on this, it is important to consider the 
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coupling capacitance during metal fill insertion [4, 5]. Overall, coupling capacitance resulting 

from metal fill insertion can be of 3 types: 

- Area capacitance, which is being formed between two metals that are of the same metal 

layer; 

- Lateral capacitance, which is being formed between two metals that are on different 

layers and have horizontal overlap; 

- Fringe capacitance, which can be formed between two conductors that are on different 

metal layers but don’t have overlap. 

Along with the metal fill insertion for ensuring correct metal density on IC, having small-

er IR drop is also very important, as high value of drop can lead to non-correct working  

of IC and up to wrong logic operation. IR drop can be optimized by adding more pow-

er/ground metals and interconnections, thus decreasing the overall resistance of the network. 

Based on this, adding metal fillers, while considering IR drop, will help to have good planari-

ty and controllable dielectric thickness on the one hand, and decrease IR drop value on the 

other hand [6]. 

As a solution for described challenges for metal fill insertion, current works [1–3] are 

aiming to ensure uniform metal fill insertion and by the same time keeping small coupling ca-

pacitance between filled shapes. 

For IR drop estimation and optimization, in some methods [4, 5] power mesh metals and 

interconnections are being added to ensure less resistance on power network, thus decreasing 

the drop value. 

In [2], lithography aware metal fill insertion method is presented. This method is analyz-

ing the effect of dummy metal fill insertion on signal interconnection metal’s width variation. 

The signal interconnects, which width variation exceeds the predefined threshold, are selected 

to be critical and lithography aware dummy metal fill is being done on them. This will avoid 

metal fill insertion within critical distances based on optical proximity of these nets. As de-

scribed in work [2], about 30 % of signal nets are being affected by conventional dummy 

metal fill insertion, which is bringing to more than 15 % linewidth variation. With using li-

thography aware dummy metal fill insertion, linewidth variation has been reduced by ~25 % 

and critical area by ~35 %, while keeping density, planarity and performance targets. Hence, 

this method can ensure lithography aware metal insertion, while meeting density target with-

out any cost. 

In [3], timing-aware metal fill insertion is described, which is taking under consideration 

total interconnect capacity and density constraints together. This method mainly consists of  

4 steps: 

1. Initial metal fill insertion and legalization based on design rules. 

2. Conductor dividing into different paths and constructing capacitance graph for global 

capacity reduction. 

3. Monte Carlo based fill selection for reducing coupling capacitance between any con-

ductor pairs. 

4. Density-aware fill deletion for dummy fill amount reduction. 

In [4], described method is doing IR drop estimation while generating information 

about possible high IR drop areas and later adds special types of interconnects, which will 

decrease the IR drop. Main advantage of this method is adding special interconnect on ex-

act places. Hence in places not needing to have too dense power/ground nets, sparse net-

work will remain. This will give chance to do better routing and IR drop reduction will 

not affect timing. 
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Fill insertion considering timing. One of timing aware fill insertion frameworks is FIT: 

Fill insertion considering timing [1]. In this work, efficient and high-performance framework 

is demonstrated, which is decreasing critical wire capacitance by 8 % while decreasing tools’ 

runtime. The tool has inbuild parasitic extraction algorithm, which is providing required data 

for coupling capacitance calculation. 

The described timing aware fill insertion algorithm can be divided into 3 main phases. 

Target density planning. Density check on each layer is being performed with w × w 

window and w/2 step, where w is predefined value based on technology. For effectively tak-

ing care of this, described work is dividing the whole layout into w/2 × w/2 windows and 

placing constraints of satisfying original density requirements on every window. Anyway, as 

bigger area has more flexibility of distribution than smaller one, aside from directly applying 

density rule, algorithm is using target density planning algorithm for target density distribu-

tion on each small sub-window, while considering two main things: 

1. Reduce coupling capacitance between fill shapes and critical nets; 

2. Reduce total wire capacitance of design. 

Global fill synthesis. After target density calculation, global synthesis step is being per-

formed. In this step, there are 4 major points that are being considered: 

1. Avoid overlapping of upper/lower signal metal layers and fill shapes that have big ar-

ea; 

2. Increase spacing between metal shapes and fill shapes; 

3. Avoid fill insertion between two parallel wires; 

4. Reduce parallel run length between fill shapes and metal shapes. 

Detailed post refinement. After global fill insertion, some fill shapes cannot be placed 

with their not best option, thus they can have impact to critical wires. Because of this, after 

global fill insertion, detail post refinement is being done, where timing aware eco changes are 

done to ensure smaller capacitance and not having post-fill design rule violations. This step 

consists of two main steps: fill relocation step and fill shifting step. 

Power and ground metal insertion combined with timing aware fill insertion. Fill in-

sertion considering timing algorithm is fast and reliable algorithm, which is minimizing the 

coupling capacitance and ensuring less interaction between critical wires and fill shapes. 

However, in this algorithm the IR drop is not being considered. As working voltages of ICs 

are being decreased with decreasing technology sizes, having smaller IR drop is becoming 

more important [6] for having reliable work of IC. Based on this, aside from issues which can 

come from critical capacitance increasing, IR drop issues also need to be considered.  

The proposed method is targeting IR drop-aware metal insertion, while ensuring overall 

wire capacitance decrease by timing aware filler insertion.  

The main working principle of proposed method can be divided into 4 steps: 

1. Fillable area extraction from design; 

2. Power and ground mesh extraction and searching for fillable area overlap with power 

and ground nets; 

3. IR drop-aware power/ground metal and interconnect insertion on extracted areas; 

4. Timing aware fill insertion with considering target density. 

Fillable area extraction. At the first step, algorithm is taking placed and routed design as 

input. The required output for this step is set of polygons, where inserting corresponding met-

al layer fill shape will not violate minimum metal spacing rules. For the fillable area extrac-

tion, full routing blockage is being drawn on design, and areas that are intersecting with signal 

routings are being cut with minimum spacing precision of that particular metal layer (Fig.1). 

After extraction, coordinates of polygons/blockages are being saved, for later postprocesses. 
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The polygons that are extracted from the 

design are mainly complicated with high count 

of vertices and holes in them. Because of this, 

there is a need to perform polygon to rectangle 

conversion, for which some different techniques 

are described [1–3]. 

For proposed algorithm, D-PTR method 

(described in [1]) is used, where outputted rec-

tangle shapes (“fat” or “tall”) are matching with 

under extracting metal directions (horizontal or 

vertical). Along with this, all areas that are shar-

ing common edge are being merged into one 

shape. Final view (Fig.2) for fillable area extrac-

tion includes: routed design shapes from input (a); 

fillable area rectangles (b); empty spaces for ensuring metal minimum spacing (c). 
 

 

 

Fig.2. Fillable area extraction using routing blockage 

 

 

Power and ground mesh extraction and searching for fillable area overlap with power 

and ground nets. After fillable area extraction is done, algorithm is searching power and 

ground nets and constructing possible intersection maps for power/ground mesh metals with 

fillable areas. By the time of intersection map construction, few criteria are being taken under 

consideration: 

- Area of rectangle which is intersecting power/ground metal, must be bigger than mini-

mum metal area of that layer. 

 

Fig.1. Fillable area extraction process output 
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- Rectangle’s width and height must be bigger than the sum of minimum width and min-

imum spacing of that metal layer. 

All rectangles that are satisfying to above described criteria, are marked as potential pow-

er/ground fill insertion areas and their coordinates are saved for later processing.  

IR drop-aware power/ground metal and interconnect insertion on extracted areas. On 

this step, areas from previous step and power/ground mesh information are being considered 

as inputs. The algorithm is later adding the “owner” attribute on highlighted shapes. This at-

tribute is showing to which power net must be assigned the shape on next step. For adding the 

“owner” attribute, two main criteria exist: 

- Shape must be near to routes of the power/ground net which name will be assigned as 

“owner” attribute. 

- The overall metal density must be considered. 

Here near nets also are being classified. This means, the nearest net is considered the net 

which has same metal layer and the delta distance of center of width of net (for vertical direc-

tion metal layer) and mass center of the shape is the smallest compared to other shapes. Based 

on described, the higher (lower) the net is from shape, the more (the less) distance is consid-

ered to be between them. 

For having the overall net/shape density value, variables for their densities are being 

stored and updated each time, when any shape is assigned to any power/ground net. 

After these steps, the algorithm is taking the shapes that have been assigned to pow-

er/ground nets and starts finding room for their physical connection with corresponding net. 

As per the priority, same metal layer fill shapes and power/ground nets are the first. 

Hence, if there is intersection or possibility of connecting shape by extending it, algorithm is 

connecting by this way. By this, with vertical or horizontal extending of the fill shape, it is be-

ing connected with power/ground net physically. Second priority are the shapes (nets), which 

have different metal layers. 

For different layer shapes, after extending shape to have cross overlap [7–9] with pow-

er/ground shape, vertical interconnections (VIAs) are being placed with keeping routing de-

sign rules, i.e. minimum metal area, minimum spacing, minimum metal-via enclosure, etc. 

As these operations are using high memory (because of big count of fill shapes and near 

power/ground nets), process is being divided into partitions and handled parallelly. 
 

 

Fig.3. Connected metal fills (VDD – power net, VSS – ground net) 
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The output of this step is fully connected and marked metal shapes (Fig.3). After de-

scribed steps, physical checks are being done on design, to ensure there are no any design rule 

that has been violated while adding fill shapes. If there are any violations, corresponding met-

al fill shapes are being deleted and the density variable is being updated accordingly. 

Experimental results. For demonstrating quantitative results and the advantages and dis-

advantages of proposed method, five types of designs were used with different floorplan 

shapes and power/ground metal option. Designs include 2 hardened blocks and about 150k-

400k logic cells. Along with this, wire length is selected to be near to [1] method demonstrat-

ed designs’ wire lengths, to be able to do comparative calculations. 

All tests are done on 4-cores 3,4Ghz Linux machine with 64GB memory, to be matching 

with [1] demonstrated method machine. 

Comparison results for overall runtime and capacitance are shown in Table 1. 

Comparison results for IR drop optimization using proposed method are shown is Table 2. 

Table 1 

Comparison results for runtime and capacitance 

 

Table 2 

Comparison results for IR drop optimization 

 
 

Conclusion. To ensure less IR drop on power and ground nets, while having successful 

dummy fill insertion, the proposed method is adding power/ground metal shapes while adding 

fill shapes and after that adding regular metal fills to ensure correct metal density. 

Experiments have shown that with use of proposed method, IR drop has been decreased 

by about 11,9 %, however, because of high number of metal/ground nets and fill shapes pro-

cessing, overall tools’ runtime has been increased by about 27,8 % and overall wire capaci-

tance Ctotal has been increased by about 4,4 %. 
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